Objective. Closed-loop deep brain stimulation (DBS) may improve current clinical DBS treatment for neurological movement disorders, but control algorithms may perform differently across patients. New metrics are needed for comparing and evaluating closed-loop algorithm performance that address the specific needs of closed-loop neuromodulation controllers. Approach. A metric is proposed for system performance that includes normalized terms that can be used to compare algorithm performance for a patient. This metric was evaluated using two closed-loop control algorithms that were tested in patients with Parkinson's Disease (PD) who experience rest tremor. Main Results. The metric's resulting balance between tremor treatment and power savings varied on a per patient and algorithm basis. This was expected given how each trial resulted in a variable reduction in stimulation power at the cost of additional tremor for the patient when compared to open-loop stimulation. Significance. The proposed metric will aid in clinical evaluation of new algorithms and provide a benchmark for future system designers. This will be important given the growing potential applications of dynamically adjusted neural stimulation. ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02384421.
Introduction
DBS has proven to be a safe and effective method of treating Parkinson's disease (PD) [1] . However, the selection of stimulation parameters during device programming is empirical and does not always result in the most effective treatment [2, 3] . Additionally, the stimulation of brain tissue can cause a variety of unintended side effects [2] . Existing DBS systems do not take into account the variable nature of symptoms that result from neurological movement disorders [4, 5] . In addition, these open-loop systems may inefficiently use battery and unnecessarily expose patients to side-effects due to the fact that they stimulate deep brain structures at a constant level and consistent rate.
One solution to address this problem is to create a feedback loop where DBS parameters are adjusted based on the severity of symptoms that a patient experiences in 'real time'. The few fully integrated closed-loop systems tested with human patients have so far shown promise for improving DBS treatment. Sensed beta-band information has been used to turn on and off stimulation in eight patients with recordings that were taken from externalized leads in the perioperative period [6] . In a different study, four Essential Tremor patients, who exhibited severe intention tremor, were tested with a closed-loop DBS system that determined and triggered stimulation based on voluntary muscle activity [7] .
One issue that we have observed while developing closed-loop control algorithms for PD rest tremor [8] , is that any given algorithm can produce dramatically different results across patients or even for the same patient on different limbs. We have been working on methods to evaluate how these algorithms perform using prior results collected from PD patients using a closed-loop system to treat rest tremor. In this paper we propose metrics for closed loop algorithm evaluation based upon results from patient trials using wearable sensors and several example control algorithms.
Methods
We propose a metric that captures the trade-off between power efficiency and symptom suppression. The purpose of this metric is to compare the effectiveness of different dynamic systems across various patients. It bases this comparison by normalizing the closed-loop algorithm performance to the patient's clinical open loop tremor suppression and stimulation power used.
We first calculate an "average tremor" value for both open-loop and closed-loop trials by summing the total band power in the gyrometer tremor band (4-8Hz) and dividing by the total tremor band power while the patient received no stimulation. From this, the additional tremor the patient experiences due to using the closed-loop DBS system is determined by subtraction as shown:
where BP is the average tremor band power while the patient was receiving closed-loop (BP CL ), open-loop(BP OL ), or no stimulation(BP N o ). In order to compare how an algorithm's delivered stimulation would impact the device's battery life, we can compare the stimulation power between the open-loop and closed-loop systems with the assumption that the electrode-tissue impedance is constant for the duration of the evaluation. With this assumption, the stimulation amplitude squared (V 2 CL ) can be used to determine a normalized stimulation power value during the closed-loop trial. By then summing the instantaneous power across the trial and dividing by the total closed-loop trial duration (T ), a normalized stimulation power average can be obtained. The algorithm's power reduction is then determined by dividing the average closed-loop stimulation power by the average open-loop stimulation power (V 2 OL ) as shown:
These two factors can be combined to obtain a single value that represents the trade-off that an algorithm brings to a patient between stimulation power and symptoms. A system performance metric that can be used to examine the trade-off between stimulation power and tremor mitigation is defined by:
where M represents the percent power reduction the closed-loop algorithm delivers for every one percent increase of tremor. An ideal closed-loop algorithm would save power at the cost of very little additional tremor for the patient, resulting in a high metric value. A poor algorithm on the other hand, my provide very little power savings (making the PWR term close to 0), or leave the patient with too much residual tremor (making the Trem term large). Such a poor performance system would result in a low metric score. The intuition behind this metric is that it captures the efficiency of a given algorithm at saving power balanced against additional tremor that the algorithm is not able to treat. It is also important to consider how the metric performs in edge cases, in particular what would happen in the case of simply turning the stimulator on or off for the duration of the trial. In an ideal patient who has no tremor while the device is on (BP OL = 0), turning the stimulator off (V CL = 0) would result 100% power savings but an 100% increase in tremor back to the "nostimulation" level (BP CL = BP N o ). This would result in a trade-off value of 1% power-for-tremor. On the other hand, simply leaving the stimulator on for the duration of the trial would result 0% increase in tremor (since BP CL = BP OL ) and 0% power savings (since V CL = V OL ), leading to an undefined result. This is expected since the metric is designed to compare algorithms to the open-loop performance in a normalized fashion. If the tested algorithm is equivalent to open-loop, then there will be no expected performance difference to compare.
Controller Algorithms
We evaluated our metric based on extended results from the closed-loop experiments for PD rest tremor that we have already published [8] . For these experimental projects we used the Medtronic Activa PC+S deep brain stimulation and the Nexus-D system, which provides a real-time communication interface between a computer and the Activa PC+S. This allows a host application running on the desktop computer to log data from the implanted electrodes and update the stimulation parameters. The algorithms tested relied on calculating a tremor estimate derived from the spectral band power in the tremor band from gyroscopic data collected via a smartwatch. While PD rest tremor is typically considered to have a peak between 4-6Hz [9] , we sum the 4-8Hz bins in order to collect the entire band power of the fundamental tremor frequency. This tremor estimate was then used by two simple control algorithms shown in Figure 1 . The first control algorithm compares the band power of the tremor to two thresholds to determine what action the stimulator should take. When the tremor estimate is above the high threshold, the stimulation amplitude will be increased. Similarly, the stimulation amplitude is decreased when the tremor estimate is below the low threshold. The separation between the two thresholds constitutes a dead-band where there is no change to the stimulation parameters. For the second control algorithm, we have two feedback loops: one fast loop to mitigate tremor as quickly as possible, and a second much slower loop to adjust a baseline stimulation to slow the re-emergence of tremor.
Experimental Trials
The pre-operative selection criteria, surgical technique, and assessment of subjects have been previously described [10] [11] . The experiments were performed at least 6 months after initial programming visit when the stimulation settings were considered clinically optimized. Before trials, all subjects withheld long-and short-acting dopaminergic medication for more than 24 and 12 hours respectively prior to testing. The stimulation therapy contacts determined by the clinician were used during testing. For all subjects the stimulation frequency was 140Hz and the pulse width was 60 microseconds. Table 1 shows the age and disease duration for each subject tested with a control algorithm discussed in the results section. Note that the first two STNs are from the same patient on different sides of their body. Additional information about the clinical feasibility and tolerability of using this system with patients is available in a separate paper [8] . We tested our example closed-loop algorithms with these patients and monitored their symptom's response when closed-loop stimulation was delivered to the STN contralateral to the tested limb. We then selected several interesting cases from a diverse set of trials to use as example cases to develop and evaluate the proposed metric. The first two STNs come from the same patient when we tested the threshold based algorithm on each of their limbs. While the calibrated thresholds were unique to each side, the ramping and clinical stimulation parameters for both sides were the same. However, each limb responded quite dramatically different to the thresholding algorithm shown in Figure 2 . The right hand's tremor response to the threshold-based closed-loop system oscillated between treated and untreated states. The stimulation would rapidly bring the tremor to zero, which the system would then respond to by lowering the stimulation amplitude. Tremor often would not resume until some variable time after the stimulation amplitude was zero volts, upon which it would then re-emerge to untreated levels very quickly.In contrast to the right hand, the left hand's tremor was far more intermittent. This meant that after mitigating the tremor, it could often be minutes until the tremor re-emerged. While the open-loop system caused only one instance of tremor compared to the 5 in each closedloop trial, the bursts of tremor were quickly mitigated for extended periods of time when compared to the our previous trial. The moving-baseline algorithm was tested on two different patients (STN 3 and STN 4) and are shown in Figure 3 . For STN 3, The baseline was continuously adjusted as tremor was estimated and the fast loop was used whenever the estimate was above the threshold. The response of the patient's tremor to the system was far less oscillatory and there were no longer the distinctive treated/untreated states that were present in the previous trials. The tremor estimate was also consistently less during the closed-loop paradigm then in the calibration period. While the baseline seemed to reduce the oscillatory responses in the first baseline patient, the results from the second subject show a return to large oscillations between treated and untreated states. One difference between the two patients is the speed with which this patient responds to stimulation to mitigate tremor. In this trial tremor appeared, disappeared and reappeared quite quickly, with the stimulation amplitude never remaining at the clinical value for more than several seconds at a time. Additionally, many of the peak tremor estimations are far above the tremor seen during the calibration period. It also seemed as though the moving baseline stayed quite low for the duration of the trial but was slowly trending upwards. In control terms, it may be that the gain of the fast-loop was simply too high and drove the system to oscillate and the baseline loop wasn't able to respond on the experiment's timescale.
Results
Using our metric, the quantitative performance of the four trials are presented in a single table  shown in table 2. The table compares open-loop to closed-loop symptom measures by normalizing to the no stimulation tremor as discussed in the methods section. Separate metric terms are shown before calculating the final proposed metric. Note that in all cases there is a qualitative decrease in average stimulation amplitude at a cost of an increase in tremor when comparing closedloop to open-loop performance. For these example closed-loop algorithms, the stimulation power reduction ranged from 56% to 82%, while the tremor difference between closed-loop and open-loop ranged from 11% to 94% of the tremor while receiving no stimulation. The metric column for the trials illustrates the variation in system performance a single algorithm can have across patients or limbs. While not used by our metric, the "Tremor Time %" term is also presented that describes the portion of the trial where the tremor was above the increment threshold. This indicates the proportion of the trial that the tremor was at an undesirable level.
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Discussion
With this metric we can present algorithm efficiency directly to the clinicians evaluating closed-loop systems for their patient for easy comparison of control algorithms. By combining the performance scoring into a single value that indicates the tremor/stimulation trade-off, we also make it easier for future developers of closed-loop systems to benchmark their algorithms. Higher scores indicate that a system is capable of more efficient treatment of the patient's symptoms. Additionally, by normalizing the parameters used to the untreated tremor level and open-loop stimulation power, we are able to evaluate how a given algorithm performs broadly across patients whose symptoms and open-loop settings are different. For the systems we evaluated, the thresholding algorithm when tested on the STN 2 patient's left hand produced the best results, where the proposed metric result shows that the system provided a 7.2% decrease in power for every 1% increase in tremor. Given how much power was saved with only modest tremor gains, a patient may find such a system to be an acceptable trade-off. On the other side of the spectrum, the baseline algorithm performed the worst during the STN 4 patient trial. In this case, the patient's response to the closed-loop system was highly oscillatory with peak tremor higher than the no stimulation case. The closed-loop system effectively compressed 95% of the patient's no stimulation tremor into just 16% of the closed-loop trial duration. For this patient, the proposed metric reveals that the system only provided a 0.7% decrease in power per percentage point of increased power. Given the amount of tremor that the patient experienced during the trial, it is a given that such a system would be not suitable for this patient in it's current form. However, if properly tuned to the patient's specific dynamics, it is possible that such a system could perform much better in the future. The metric proposed by this paper gives us the tool to evaluate these future tuned systems and compare them to the prior tested algorithms shown in this paper.
It will be important for future designers of the next generation of neuromodulation platforms to consider how their algorithms will be evaluated and engineer their systems to support the tests. In the future there may also be the need for additional terms in the metric as we learn more about engineering closed-loop neurostimulation systems. This may include power consumption from nonstimulation components, such as telemetry, or additional symptom metrics such as the "tremor time" field in table 2. However, the metric is designed such that it is easily extensible to include additional terms and weighting by adding terms as desired, while also providing a tool that can be used to evaluate research algorithms with the current generation of hardware.
Conclusion
Given how rapidly the field of closed-loop neuromodulation research is expanding and how patientspecific the preliminary results have been so far, this work is a first step at developing methods for evaluating dynamic neuromodulation algorithms on a per-patient basis in a way that we can enable iterative development for the next generation of control algorithms. Defining the means for algorithm evaluation is also important for the device designers of the next generation of implantable systems so that they can include the tools required to do so. In this paper, we have presented a metric for closed-loop DBS algorithm evaluation that takes into consideration both normalized stimulation power savings and symptom treatment changes. This work builds upon experimental data taken from example closed-loop DBS systems that perform dynamic parameter adjustment using wearable inertial sensors. While the results of these four experimental trials vary, they provide an interesting lens to examine how to evaluate and compare different closed-loop algorithms and their interactions with patients.
